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FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION AMONG THE FRIENDS OF

THE ARABIAN MISSION

A  Week of Prayer for the Moslem World
S u n d a y .  “Ask, and it shall be given you.”— Matt. v ii. 7.

Praise for all open doors in the Moslem W orld. Pray for all in 
authority in Moslem lands that doors may be kept open. For all Christian 
Churches in those lands, that they may be set on fire to win Moslems for 
Christ, and may lovingly welcome Moslem converts into their midst.

That all converts may be strengthened to confess Christ, and that they 
may glorify Him by their walk and conversion.

For a fresh endowment of the Holy Spirit for all missionaries working 
among Moslems, and for God’s protecting care over all who are in 
dangerous places.

M o n d a y . “Every one that asketh, receweth.”— M a tt. v ii. 8 .

Pray for all Moslems in Palestine and Syria. In Arabia and Meso
potamia. In Persia and Kurdistan and in Afghanistan. Also for the 
17,900,000 Moslems of Russia, and for the Moslems of Europe, Turkey, 
Albania, Bulgaria, Montenegro, Roumania and the Serb-Croat-Slovene 
State.

May closed lands be opened to the Gospel and mission centres estab
lished in unoccupied territories.

T u e s d a y .  “ When ye pray, believe.”— Mark xi. 24.
Pray for the 70,000,000 Moslems of India. Ninety-six per cent, of 

the people are illiterate, pray for the spread of education and for the 
circulation of the Scriptures in the colloquial languages of the simple 
village folk. Pray that converts from Islam and Hinduism may lay aside 
hereditary variance and be one in Christ.

Pray for the work of all Bible societies and mission presses in Moslem 
lands. That new methods and spiritual power may be given for the 
production and distribution of literature.

W e d n e s d a y .  “By faith the walls of Jericho fell down.”— Heb. xi. 30.
For the Moslems of Central and Southeast Asia, including British 

Malaya, the Dutch East Indies and the Philippine Islands. For the 
Moslems of China and Chinese Turkestan.

Praise for quickened interest in these almost untouched peoples. Pray 
that many may hear God’s call to evangelize them.
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4 NEGLECTED ARABIA

Pray for all Moslem pilgrims to Mecca, that in some way they may 
be reached with the Gospel.

Pray for all scattered Moslems throughout the world, that they may 
be brought into touch with living Christianity.

T h u r s d a y .  “I f  ye ask . . .  I zvill do.”—John xiv. 14 .

For the Moslems of Africa, Egypt, Tripoli, Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco. For the Sudan and Abyssinia. For the Moslems of Sierre 
Leone, Nigeria and all W est Africa. For the Moslems in Central and 
South Africa and for those on the East Coast. May the Moslem penetra
tion of A frica be checked.

Pray for a forward movement in all missionary work in Africa, and 
that many Moslems may be wron for Christ.

Pray for all mission colleges and schools in Moslem lands and for all 
medical mission work. For God’s blessing on all mission hospitals and 
dispensaries.

F r id a y .  “I f  ye have faith . . . nothing shall be impossible unto you.”—
Matt. xvii. 20.

For the women and children of Islam. For the amelioration of their 
social condition, that they may be delivered from the degradation of the 
religious laws relating to polygamy and divorce and from the cruelty of 
child marriage. For their deliverance, too, from the bondage of ignorance 
and superstition.

For all classes of Moslems. The student class in all their aspirations. 
For the reforming sects, the Bahais, the Ahmadis, etc. For Moslem 
propagandists in the West. May many come to know Him, Who alone is 
the way, the truth and the life. For those who have lost faith in Islam 
and who have nothing but materialism to take its place.

S a t u r d a y . “M y God shall supply all your need”— P h i l .  iv .  19 .

For committees and secretaries of missionary societies at home and 
on the field. For all deputation work at home. For all missionary maga
zines, books and pamphlets. For a great revival of missionary zeal, self- 
sacrifice and prayer. For the calling out and equipping of young men 
and women to be missionaries to Moslems. For all training homes and 
colleges. For all language study.

For the children of missionaries, that they, too, may yield their lives to 
Christ for the Moslems. That all needs of the work may be fully met, 
and that we may not hinder our Heavenly Father by unbelief or by 
wandering from the W ord of Life.



A  New Face
R e v . J o h n  S. B a d e a u

T O THE picture gallery of Islam’s 
missionary types we must add a  
new face. A ll the old familiar por
traits are there—just as they have 

been for centuries; the scowl of the fanatic 
wishing for the good old day is o f the Holy 
wars, the patriarchial beard of the sheikh 
whose unfailing courtesy does not quite con
ceal his self assurant superiority, the punc
tilious piety of the rogue who depends on 
prayers to drag him out of his scrapes, the 
friendly smile of the tolerant neighbor who 
sees no reason why you should not follow 
your way and he his. And rarely—very 
rarely—there is the inquiring gaze of one 
really seeking for Truth and ready to fol
low it.

And now to these must be added another face; not an old face, ¡but a 
young and sometimes troubled face, mingling secret perplexity with open 
self assurance. These are Islam’s (and not Islam’s alone) agnostics and 
near agnostics—young men whose faith has been broken or seriously 
strained by the influence of the new age which is breaking over the East. 
This face is ubiquitous wherever Islam has really plunged into the pursuit 
of Western knowledge and science. Cairo, Stamboul, Damascus, Baghdad, 
all have their young men who while retaining the name Muslim are far 
from assenting to the traditional bases of Islam—or of religion in general.

It is not difficult to sympathetically understand the current which is 
sweeping these men away from their traditional faith. Basically their 
minds are grounded on a profound and inclusive respect for all scientific 
knowledge. The Great Enlightenment has dawned upon them, and they 
can-no longer be bound by what appears but the ignorance of past ages. In 
comparison with the educational standards of their people these university- 
trained young men are so far advanced that the ideas and faiths of common 
people appear utterly untenable. In a country where many still believe that 
the earth is flat with the sun hurtling around it daily, it is no wonder that 
some of the really educated look askance at popular superstitions, and are 
tempted to lump religion in with them.

Unfortunately this new outlook is often accompanied by a paucity of 
the best modem thought. Scientific pronouncements and theories that have 
waned or are waning in the W est are still at their full in the East. White
head, Eddington, Millikan and Pupin, with their demonstration of the 
essential reasonableness and validity of religious faith are almost unknown; 
and it is to the agnostic scientists of the earlier decades that educated youth 
bows. A  smattering of the rampant Behavioristic psychology is enough to
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6 NEGLECTED ARABIA

make many young men ask if God and morality may not be indeed but illu
sions of the m ind; while the popular articles of the Russell school are taken 
as proving that western philosophy has quite outgrown its God error.

Nor is this all. The history of W estern civilization and progress seems 
to Eastern eyes to be a pageant headed by Force and Education—and Re
ligion is scarcely on the scene. Big armies and plentiful universities; 
these are the secrets of power, and the W est is what it is because of them 
and not because of Religion. It follows then that what the East needs is 
bigger and better armies and larger and more numerous schools. In all 
the new nationalist programs there is scarcely a mention of religion— 
unless indeed it be to repress it in some form, as in Turkey.

These two influences combine to form an outlook on life which is 
dstructive to any vital religious faith. It is not that Islam, as a system, is 
wrong, but that (reversing the usual anti-missions argument) “all religions 
are equally wrong.” Mohammed was a great Arab, and welded the scat
tered tribes into a nation—but there is grave question about the validity of 
his religious ideals. Jesus may have been a beautiful character, but he 
wrecked his unscientific mind on the shoals of credulity. Immortality, 
conscience, absolute standards of right and wrong, responsibility for the 
use of life—these are fables outgrown, or at least doubtful hypotheses for 
which there is no verification. Religion may be retained—indeed there are 
very few young Moslems who openly announce their doubts and disbeliefs 
—but it is retained as a social system and not as a spiritual experience. 
How can religion be retained as a spiritual experience when the only prayer 
that this attitude can offer is “O God (if there he a God) save my soul (if 
I have a soul)” ? The individual life is so deeply interwoven into Islam’s 
social fabric that even when creed and faith go, the warp of social usage 
prevents an open break; but they are there just the same, these intelligent 
young faces that need a God.

It is not enough that the missionary try to persuade such as these of 
the essential reasonableness of faith. They need something more than a 
syllogism of irrefutable logic—partly because there will never be any such 
syllogysm as respects religion, and partly because that even if there were it 
would not meet the real need of life. The only thing that can suffice is the 
assurance which comes with the personal experience of Christ that God is 
a real force in life whose power is communicable and whose Jove for men 
and nations underlies all the fortunes of living. New creeds and new in
tellectual demonstrations—yes, but always issuing in new life and new 
power for life.

It is fully as hard to present the Gospel to minds such as these as to 
even the most ignorant of older days. Then the fundamental claims of 
religion were universally recognized, but now they must be established 
before any argument can proceed. The popular scientific education is on 
the side of agnosticism, and the desire to appear learned in a foreigner’s 
eyes often closes the mind to any real discussion. And yet all minds are 
not so. Last winter in Baghdad I spent one afternoon in a gathering of 
teachers—some Moslem and some Christian. In one corner of the room a 
flood of words was pouring out of a High School teacher, explaining the 
utter folly of even supposing that there could be life after death, quoting
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this new theory and that biological law, and scarcely admitting the pos
sibility of any other view. But in another corner of the room a young man 
was saying, “I don’t know whether or not there is immortality, but I would 
like to know. I want to believe in it.”

“And Jesus, looking upon the young man, loved him.” You must love 
them, even when they turn away sorrowful. It is our knowledge, our 
teachers, our examples that has shaken them. It must be our experience of 
faith that will help them.

Abraham and Ishmael
“O that Ishmael might live before Thee.”

F a y  I n c h f a w n

When Isaac, child of laughter and delight,
How often when the tent is warm at night,
And Sarah’s eyes are gay,
Shouts in his play,
Dancing in glee about the sandy floor—
M y heart goes to the door
And follows—oh, the long and weary tra il!—
My other son, Ishmael.

When the well-digger found a new deep well 
My heart said instantly: “How can I tell,
He may be thirsty,” When they brought new bread 
Before I tasted it my spirit said:
“Is Ishmael hungry?” On my bed at night 
I wonder: “Is he sleeping?" When delight 
In any guise comes near me, then I say :
“How fares Ishmael today?”

Isaac’s friendly lad !
Shepherds and herdsmen press 
To do his bidding, glad 
To share his friendliness,
Isaac is loved and petted by the clan,
And Ishmael was at war with every man—
W e have great peace without him—peace, and yet—
I never once forget.

Lord God, Whose covenant has made me blest; 
Lord God, Who made my fold both safe and wide, 
Father of Mercies, would’st Thou have me rest 
While Ishmael’s outside?



The Archaeology of Bahrein
R e v . S. M. Z w e m e r

W HEN the Arabian Mission opened work at Bahrein, very little 
geographical exploration had been made of the islands and of 
the neighboring coasts. Even in 1926, Major R. E. Cheeseman 
tells of his journeys under the title “In Unknown Arabia.” 

When I wrote “Arabia, the Cradle of Islam,” in 1900, page by page and 
chapter by chapter, with perspiration making the ink-lines almost illegible, 
there was little one could put on archaeology in the brief chapter on the 
Pearl Islands of the Gulf. Yet, it is interesting to compare what I then 
wrote with the contents of a sumptuous volume which has just appeared 
from the press by the British School of Archaeology in Egypt, and share 
these new discoveries with the old friends of Arabia.

Thirty years ago I wrote: “Three sights are shown to the stranger- 
tourist to the islands of Bahrein: the pearl-fisheries, the fresh-water
springs, and the ancient ruins of an early civilization at the village of Ali. 
These ruins are the “bayut el awwalin,” the dwellings of the first in
habitants, who are believed to have been destroyed by Allah because of 
their wickedness. The larger mound opened by Bent, now consists of 
two rock-built chambers of very large stones, square masonry, and no 
trace of an arch or a pillar. The lower chamber is twenty-eight feet in 
length, five feet in width, and eight feet high; it has four niches, or 
recesses, about three feet deep, two at the end of the passage and two 
near its entrance. The upper chamber is of the same length as the lower, 
but its width is six inches less, and its height only four feet, eight inches. 
The lower passage is hand-plastered, as an impression of the mason’s hand 
on the side wall still proves. If diggings were made below the mounds or 
other mounds were opened better results might follow, and perhaps in
scriptions or cylinders would be discovered.”

The volume of exploration, just published, has beautiful photographs 
of the mounds, the excavations and the findings, which bring back 
memories of the past. The actual area of the tumuli is much larger than 
they appeared to casual observers. “The extent of ground which is covered 
by them is estimated by some as twenty square miles and by others as 
sixteen square miles. These tumuli, called Muraquib by the Arabs, are 
in four groups, the first and largest and best preserved being just south 
of the modern village of ’Ali, about seven miles from the port of Manama. 
The second group, occupying about a square mile of country, is situated 
two miles southwest of the Portuguese fort which lies close to the sea on 
the extreme north of the island. The fourth group, containing only about 
half a dozen mounds, is to be found in the ancient settlement known as 
Bilad-el-Qadin, which lies close to the carriage road between Manama and 
the village of ’A li.”

Captain Durand explored them in 1879, in 1889 Theodore Bent, in 
1903 M. Jouannin, and in 1906 Captain Prideaux. Last of all, in 1925, 
Ernest Mackay, the writer of this report, opened thirty-four mounds, of 
which twenty were unrifled.

“W e can imagine, therefore, that the larger tumuli at Bahrein may 
once have been cylindrical towers, the lower parts of which were occupied
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by one or more chambers with a filling o f gravel at the top to complete 
the whole. On the other hand, both Captain Durand and Colonel Prideaux 
found a ring of large stones near the top of some of their tumuli, resting 
on and in the gravel. These were apparently not connected in any way 
with the circular wall below, though they once may have been.”

He gives the method of constructing these tombs, describes the cham
bers and gives a new theory regarding the wall-holes found in all these 
tombs. “There can only have been one use fo r these holes, namely, to 
accommodate pegs to hang things from. In visiting various houses of 
notables in Bahrein I was truck by the number of gaily painted pegs, that 
were placed along the walls of the rooms in many of the houses and was 
told that these were provided for clothes, both of temporary visitors and 
the owners of the house. The pegs in the tombs were probably for the 
same purpose, being provided to hold the clothes of the dead man in 
his tomb.”

They also found bronze weapons, ivory objects, basket-work, wooden 
objects and pottery, wheel-made and carefully finished. “Since then, it is 
probable that there was not a large enough population in ancient days to 
account for the enormous number of tumuli on the island— a number 
which at a conservative estimate runs well into six figures—we must con
clude that the people who were buried on Bahrein were brought from  
some part of the mainland, the nearest point of which is only twenty 
miles away.”

In conclusion we learn that the probable date of the tombs is between 
1500 and 1200 B. C. In this great city of the dead—this ancient necropolis 
—it has been the privilege of the Reformed Church for all these decades 
to preach to the living the unsearchable riches of Christ. Jesus said, 
“Follow me—and leave the dead to bury their own dead.” (Math. 8 :22.)

THE MOUNDS OF BAHREIN



A  Close-Up of Some Village Work
M r s . D . D y k s t r a

T W O  roundabout roads, leading from Busrah City, each about two 
miles long, lead to a village of about 700 houses. It is called 
Subkha, the salty, marshy place.

The villagers all come from the Gharraaf district, the Gharraaf 
being a stream some one hundred and thirty odd miles towards the north 
and which links the Tigris with the Euphrates. That district was once a 
rich agricultural section, and still is, provided there is water for irrigation. 
The lack of it, due to political schemes of Turks and Arabs, the silting up 
of the streams, jealousies and mismanagement have forced many of the 
people of that district to seek a living elsewhere. Three years ago we wit
nessed the departure of one family from their inheritance, due to lack of 
water. The man was weeping silently. W ith him was a bag of earth which 
he wanted to be placed under his head when buried. W e may have thought 
that these nomad Arabs cannot have much love for their country but that 
scene told a different tale.

These, of the village near Busrah, have come to find work. The present 
place is bare of all vegetation except for an occasional shrub in some en
closure or some rushes, which are mute expression of the desire for 
nature’s beauties but of which their lives are so bare. Only when one 
realizes how difficult the water situation is in this village can one realize 
how much a clump of rushes expresses. No water of any description is 
nearer than that out of some irrigation ditches, in a date garden, a quarter 
of a mile away, and that is brackish. A ll the water for drinking and cook
ing must be carried by the village women from the city. Sick or well, 
weak or strong, these women can be seen at any time of the day with their 
drums of water on their heads, walking this distance, once, twice, and some
times thrice a day. Each drum holds about five or six gallons. The little 
girls early learn to do their share of this work, and not always are the 
drums reduced in size. As in Bible times drawing and carrying water is 
women’s work.

Here, very often the women are the family’s sole support. Strange to 
say, with some of this group, the men do what family sewing is necessary. 
Such men as work are masons and traders, houseservants with the Euro
pean community, railway porters, city police and mailcarriers. The girls of 
teen age are the brick and mortar carriers in all of Busrah building, and 
are very surefooted and levelheaded. Some carry as many as twelve bricks, 
twelve inches square, on their heads in one high pile, and know how to 
throw them so nicely with one motion of the head that every brick is in 
place and unchipped. Little girls, besides carrying water, learn to collect 
and to prepare the fuel supply, to help the older women hunt for and cut 
fodder for the goats and to carry these loads home on their heads and to 
carry about, and care for, the family baby. When the date packing comes 
around most of the villagers go to it. Little girls and older women pack, 
pack, pack all day long, ten, twelve, fourteen, sometimes sixteen hours, the
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women caring fo r  their babies as best they can, and such men as work 
carry boxes, hand out water to the women fo r washing their hands or for 
sprinkling the dates.' Needless to say that many babies die during the 
packing season.

This description o f these women and girls readily explains how little 
time they have fo r any o f the best things in life. Likewise, in such an en
vironment, the harsher characteristics more easily develop and more readily 
control them.

VILLAGE WOMEN CARRYING BRICK

My first visit to the village was just a walk through the place. Mis
sionaries and other Occidentals were still little known to them ; they were 
therefore considered despised infidels, and as such, a fa ir target for the 
rude and shameless remarks from the smaller boys. Our Arab servant 
provided a measure of protection against too great annoyance. To know 
how to secure a welcome was the problem. The help of the ladies’ class 
in my own church was solicited because we believe that “prayer changeth 
things.” The first need was to establish points of contact. The general 
attitude of all the villagers towards foreigners was one of extreme caution 
and shyness. A  background of isolation, of ignorance and of religious 
superstition, and of misunderstanding about the “infidel” explains all that. 
Only a growing confidence that we want to be their friends, that we have 
come to help, not to criticize, that we are not patronizing them in any way, 
is causing them to open up to us, and as they are learning to know us and 
to fear us less, there is being bom in them a true respect for us and trust 
in us that is the basis fo r friendship.

Some of the needed contacts, perhaps the strongest, were provided for 
me through the building work that my husband has been doing. From the 
beginning o f this work, sore eyes, fever or any minor injuries in any 
worker were taken care of by ourselves. That was a new experience for 
them. I f any one was too ill to walk home, our car was used. This caused
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110 excessive remarks- when it happened to be a man but it was a new and 
a surprising thing to show such consideration for a woman. Some there 
were who were ready to attribute wrong motives to us but a little per
sistence on our part and the moral support of a few of their own elders 
changed their opinions favorably.

In all kinds of work, the custom here is to employ overseers. My hus
band decided not to do so. The laborers got the benefit in larger pay and 
that pleased them. It has taken time for them to learn that there must be 
a corresponding equivalent in honesty on their part and while the results 
are not all we wish or all we sometimes feel we have a right to expect, 
looking back over the months gone by, it is with considerable satisfaction 
that we see a growing consciousness of right and wrong, of honesty and 
faithfulness, of appreciation, and perhaps what is the greatest gain, a 
greater readiness to confess to faults and ask pardon.

Some fifteen months ago, the first group of these girls began to call on 
me on Sunday morning, their free day. Gradually the number increased 
2nd also gradually a Bible story and lesson, followed by prayer, became 
the fixed order. That has continued to this day. A ll this may possibly 
come to an end when our own building work is finished and the girls work 
elsewhere, but I feel very happy to have had this opportunity with them 
and I have already given them the invitation to come on their free day, 
presumably Friday, instead of Sunday. Two of the girls, detained by 
work on Sunday elsewhere, have already availed themselves of this “other” 
day and came for their lesson story when they were free. May that spirit 
grow.

A  growing acquaintance with the sisters induced the smaller boys to 
come too, and some are coming for reading lesson and to Sunday school. 
Only a few come regularly but all that come learn to love our hymns, they 
are getting a correct account of Bible history, they are getting the truth 
about what goes on at our services and in this way they will be prepared 
to do their part in the future to correct errors and to establish true facts 
about the Christians.

A ll during the past year the girls have been inviting my husband and 
myself to tea on Sunday afternoon. The time and the day were not ideal 
but it was an opportunity not to be slighted since it afforded possibilities 
for further acquaintance with family members, especially so for my hus
band with the men of the family. Just recently we were asked to celebrate 
the wedding of the first bride out of this group.

One thing that has greatly helped in demonstrating our friendliness 
towards them has been to give them not the “cup” of cold water, but the 
family supply of cold clean water from our tap. Possibly the government 
will compel us to discontinue this service soon, but it has been a concrete 
example of friendship which they could appreciate even if their way of 
expressing appreciation is sometimes rather feeble in our eyes, and some
times not at all. The Arab is not a very grateful individual by nature, at 
least he does not say much about it.

A ll these dealings with them gave me a welcome in their village and 
has brought many a caller to my home. Almost all such have heard some 
part of the message of salvation, sometimes it seemed fruitlessly so, at 
other times there seemed to be a real desire and a reaching out after the
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truth. During the date packing last summer, one of the girls was allowed 
by her parents to stay on at the works while the family went to the pack
ing, and thev also allowed her to make such arrangements over Saturday 
night as to make it possible for her to attend our services and the class 
on Sunday, then to spend the day with me and walk home in the cool of 
the day. It was a gesture of confidence which I treasure.

Early last summer one mother told me that considerable opposition 
was abroad because the girls were coming to our services, but this woman’s
daughter, E , said, “None of these objectors has ever tried to be a
friend to me so I am not going to quit going,” and in spite of threats the
girls have continued to come, overriding objections somehow. E and
her mother have always shown a desire to think of spiritual things, the
mother more openly so, yet it was with E that I had the most direct
conversation about sin, sinners and the Saviour, a conversation which
lasted two hours, but one E  seemed to be asking for and where the
Spirit of the Lord seemed to be brooding over her. About eight months 
later she and her mother were stricken with pneumonia, the mother first,
E next, and both of them died after a short illness, just a day apart.
The poverty of that hovel would be hard to describe. Perhaps we may 
get some idea if we make a list of what, to us, seems to be the barest 
necessities, and then we deliberately scratch off from this list almost every
thing named, even the cup of cold water, which also was not there except 
as we arranged to have it brought. Such poverty means filth, and it means 
undernourishment also. The father had died two months before. The 
oldest son was the bread-winner, earning twenty cents a day. There were 
three other boys, twelve, six, and three years old, two of whom also had 
pneumonia. The government hospital is the last resort with these people 
and one they will not take. Rightly or wrongly so, these people fear the 
place. It was difficult to do much for these patients and what was done 
was of no physical benefit. Each time I saw them the mother assured 
me that she was going to die, and she asked me to tell her about “Esa
el-Hai,” Jesus who is alive, and E  asked me to pray with them. It
was a sacred privilege to point the tired eyes and hearts to the Light of 
the W orld who was waiting to pilot them through death’s dark valley.

A  third pneumonia patient, a neighbor of the two who died, recovered, 
and what little I was able to do for her from a distance was the means of 
changing her father’s attitude. He had allowed his daughter to work for 
us, but he and his son feared our influence and he had warned the girl 
against us. He at least is friendly now and does not avoid hearing the 
message. He is an old man and his son and daughter are both working, 
but it is they who are helping to care for the three smaller orphans who 
were so suddenly and so sorely bereft of father, mother and sister. And 
so the work goes on.

“Sown in the darkness, or sown in the light;
Sown in our weakness or sown in our might:
Gathered in time or eternity,
Sure, ah sure, will the harvest be.”



My Task
, " R a c h e l  J a c k s o n

I H A V E  been given orders by the field editor that I am to write an 
article about school fo r N e g le c t e d  A r a b i a  before I leave next week 
fo r my summer vacation. This task confronts me and having left it 
undone for two months I must now produce an article. How about 

my task, this immediate one andiihe big task that confronts me all the time 
of the education of the girls of this land?

Daily we three missionaries and five teachers are spending our time 
trying to teach the girls their lessons according to the program we have 
laid down fo r them. - One of our greatest encouragements this year has 
been our fine, new, modern school building. "It has a large center audi
torium, six class rooms, a large kindergarten room and an office. It is large 
enough fo r future heeds as well as not too large fo r the present. It is built 
in a style that the people can appreciate and not in one foreign to them. It 
is very well planned for ventilation and lighting and we have the added 
advantage o f being in a lovely garden. W e  are separated from the rest of 
the mission compound so that the girls are free to play on the playground 
without worrying about being seen.

GIRLS SCHOOL, BASRAH

W e have reason to rejoice that we are allowed to teach our religion to 
the girls without, any restrictions. It would seem as though we have our 
opportunities and the only thing-for us is to find the most effective way 
and to proceed with our task of getting our girls to know Christ. This is 
one of our hardest problems and one where we feel so discouraged and 
feel our own inefficiencies as wéll as insufficiencies. :J

Each day has its encouragements and so many of them seem to have 
more discouragements. However when that mood overtakes us, just the
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thoughts that we are here in Basrah, that we have our new Jubilee building, 
that we are nofhampered in teaching our religion, give us new courage and 
we press on with our task with thankfulness that we are instruments in the 
hand of the Master Planner.

W e have had one school year in our new 'building and I try  to think of 
what has been gained this year. Our numbers have increased and yet this 
has been offset by the loss of so many of our Moslem girls of higher class 
families who had been with us several years. Does this mean our inability 
to make the impression o f  Christ on their hearts and lives or does it mean 
that our school garden of Moslem girls is being weeded out and the num
bers thinned so that those that we have may be stronger; that they may be 
the ones who in the future will do something for the Master whom they 
know not nor love—yet ? A re we going to find out that we, too, as well as 
the Boys’ School, will find our greatest sphere of usefulness among the 
village girls? W ill we be able to touch this big group that is so little 
touched now and open their eyes to the world of books and to the knowl
edge that each girl has a personality of her own that is dear to  Christ; and 
that the development of it is our aim and that she may have her place in 
the future as an entity worthy of consideration and with a chance to ex
press, herself ? It seems to me that we shall be gathering in more of the 
Awasha’s and Kerima’s of the common folk and losing the Ayesha’s of the 
high families. Did not Christ find the hearts o f the humble folk easier to 
reach? Did they not feel the comfort of His words and their need of 
Him? Ah, yes, and we too do long to have them and to show them the 
W ay of L ife in Him.

In our daily round of study we are trying to teach them habits that 
will stand them in good stead always. The book lessons they may forget but 
will they ever forget the love that they have experienced and the friends 
who stand ready to help and encourage them ? W ill they not take away as 
a part of themselves the lessons of honesty, loyalty, clean mindedness, re
spect for others and the desire to help them and to lighten some one eJse’s 
burdens ? Is it not for just such as these that we may be doing our best 
work ? Is not this our task ?



NOTES AND PERSONALIA

Rev. and Mrs. Van Peursem’s furlough has been slightly antedated foi 
health reasons. They will be spending the winter in Switzerland (care 
American Express, Montreux), expecting to arrive in this country about 
Easter.

Miss Cornelia Dalenberg’s health is steadily improving and she is 
planning for an early return to the field.

Dr. and Mrs. W ells Thoms hope to leave for Arabia some time in 
March.

Rev. and Mrs. John Badeau are taking up a permanent evangelistic 
appointment at Baghdad. They are gladened in the coming of Jeanne 
Hathaway, born October 28.

Rev. James Cantine has been spending some time in the New York  
office helping the men from the field now at home on furlough to get in 
touch with the churches of the Eastern Classes.

Dr. .Paul Harrison is traveling throughout the Church arousing interest 
and enthusiasm. He is also appealing to individuals for special gifts of 
one hundred dollars each to help maintain our work. Up to the present 
nearly two hundred have responded. During the month of March he is 
to travel for the Student Volunteer Movement.

The Week of Prayer with which we begin the New Year is printed 
by the “Fellowship of Faith for Moslems,” 85 Highbury New Park, 
London.

The book quoted from in Dr. Zwemer’s article is “Bahrein and 
Hemamieh,” by Ernest Mackey, Lankester Harding and Flinders Petrie, 
London.

The poem “Abraham and Ishmael” is taken from the “Woman’s Maga
zine” of May, 1930, published by the Religious Tract Society, London.


